TOY# 010

NAME: BananaGrams

PIECES: 147 pieces

AGE: 7 years +

LEVEL: school age

PRICE: $15.00

MANUFACTURE: Bananagrams

LINK:
https://sl.ocls.ca/uhtbin/cgisirsi/x/0/0/57/5/0?searchdata1=522850%7BCKEY%7D&searchfield1=GENERAL%5ESUBJECT%5EGENERAL%5E%5E&user_id=WEBSERVER

DESCRIPTION: 1 banana pouch
144 tiles
1 zip lock bag for tiles
1 sheet of rules

CHILDREN AND PLAY: Fast and frantic, players race against each other to build crossword grids, and it requires no pencil, paper, or board. In this addictive word game, speed wins, not points, as you race to the finish by using all of your letter tiles first! BANANAGRAMS comes in a small portable banana-shaped pouch and is perfect for everyone aged 7 and up.

SKILL DEVELOPMENT:
Physical development
Social development
Cognitive development
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